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Freshman Enrollment Close To Record

EXPECT TO EQUAL '29 Political Row Embarrasses Kappa Delta

FIGURE; EFFICIENCY MARKS WEEK EVENTS

Registration Figures Show Increase in Enter-

EXCEPT 300 DROPOUTS

President Shaw Greeting Members of Class of '35

Newcomers Have Busy Week

With Conversations, Appoint-

ments, Social Events

FILE FRESH PHOTOS

Stage Tryouts for Band; Foot-

ball, Cross-Country Can-

didates Worked

REGISTRATION PLAN WATCHED

Personal Guidance Given Groups of These New Students

PHI DELTAS GET NATIONAL RANK

Michigan Beta of Phi Delta Theta Re-established at State

BOARD SANCTIONS COMPREHENSIVE

Building Program for Biennium

Second Dormitory Unit to be Com-

pleted Within Two Years

Start Work Soon

The preliminary steps in the move to complete a two-

story dormitory for been 

made by the Board of 

Governors. The Board 

recently authorized the 

construction of an addi-

tion to the present 

dormitory in order to 

accommodate the 

increased enrollment of 

freshmen. The new 

dormitory will be 

known as the 

Hawkins Hall, in 

memory of Dr. H. M. 

Hawkins, former 

Dean of Men. The 

construction of the 

new dormitory will 

begin immediately and 

is expected to be 

completed within two 

years.
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TO THE CLASS OF 1951

By this time the incoming freshman class should begin to feel fairly familiar with physical properties of Michigan State College, and will have acquainted with the older students enough to gain some respect for the democratic spirit that has always prevailed.

During the coming week, until through the year, the new student will be brought to realize that he has certain responsibilities, be bounded by the student body, and the enforcement of the regulations is in the hands of the students themselves.

Among the students who are already established, there is the fact that the student body will adopt its own personal dignity for the school. For the tradition, the duties of the older students, and the opinions of the class shall be observed in this district.

Little did they realize that this man would take steps through a petition to have the area changed from Zone A to Zone B. A measure which would be great to the advantage of the other sorority, it is stated explicitly that it will be allowed that there may be a residence in this district.

There are a few advantages and disadvantages of attending the Electrical Engineering program at Michigan State College.

In the case of the derivation of the principles of physical sciences, it is possible to select either a course in theoretical or a course in applied physics.
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Men’s Rooming Houses Come Under Supervision of the College Board

Council President Welcome Freshmen

M. S. C. Begins New System in Listing Homes

Authorities to Remedy Strained Conditions Between Landlord and Student.

OTHERS USE PLAN

Real Estate Men Campaign In Carrying Out Staff Board Recommendations.

The finest in men’s rooming houses are now under the supervision of the College Board. This plan was announced by the News Tuesday afternoon.

Women's Groups Merge in ‘Big Sister’ Movement

Freshmen Club Will Boost Aid


NEW MEN ON WAR STAFF

110 Charles Moore and Carl

Mines Veterans May Be

Participants.

SUGGESTS PLAN TO HELP UNEMPLOYED

M. S. C. Towsley Road Reopens

Now Shows True Promise.

Schemes by Jackson Men

WELCOME STUDENTS

This is NOT a Spec

But one of the most good things for the girls

FOR FRIDAY NIGHT O’

Sirloin Steak with Mushroom Sauce and Tr

The GREEN and WHITE

WE SERVE ONLY THE HIGHEST GRADE MEA

Across From Campus.

La Mode Hat Shop

East Lansing Dry Goods

MILLINERY...
Michigan State's Program Of Beautification Continues

News Events of Summer Include Many Stories of Michigan State

YOUNG BROTHERS HARDWARE 201 East Grand River Avenue

DANCING EVERY THURS, FRI, SAT, SUN.

The Best Attractions in Town

Welcome Gang! Glad You are Back

Rex’s Subway Lunch

Welcome, Fellows!

And here—The "CAMPUS" TRENCH COAT

$4.85

For the most popular coat of the season for men or sportswear, smart in appearance, English leather button. It's an unusual value at this price.

SMALL'S 211 S. Washington Ave.

Copyright, 1935, by Michigan State University. All rights reserved.

For — Convenience — Use — Michigan State Bank
— Green Checks —
State Eleven Clashes With Alma Here Saturday

PRESBYTERIANS TO FURNISH OPPOSITION AS CROWLEYMEN OPEN GRUELING CAMPAIGN


With a scant three weeks of practice completed, the Michigan State college football team will open the grid season Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. in the stadium against the powerful Alma college team. A 1937 champion of the M.I.A.A. and a foe which President Crowley coached to the state, Bus Cameron, the Spartan's coach, has Alma strongly opposed in every respect. The Alma gridmen will be a heavier and more depth-laden team. They have the advantage of spending the majority of their practice time to perfect their plays. The Michigan State team, although considerably stronger than last year's, is not quite as strong as the Alma team. The team looks as though perhaps a little early, as the last season's drills, but with the exception of the fullback, Alma can be considered open.
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